Haasis & Lubrecht, 1873

(New York City) Pique - Park East, 1951, 11.5 x
8.75, Full color
A caricature map from a simpler
time. In this anthropomorphic approach the
isle of Manhattan is a neatly dressed gent,
Brooklyn Queens is an admiring lady, Staten
Island is a basket of flowers and the Bronx is
Cupid on a cloud with arrow drawn. A
colorful image in good condition with some
minor scuffing. Exceedingly rare. $125.00
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Seasons Greetings,

World

Find enclosed a small portion of some interesting recent arrivals.
As with any of our catalogs, our endeavor is to just skim the surface and
mention some of the notable items, but this is far from our entire inventory.
So please, if there’s a specific interest, or you would like to see more of a
topic or theme, feel free to contact us.

3. (World) The World, Owens, London, 1755, 6.25 x 10.5, full hand color
A charming world map, finely engraved by Jeffreys. Surrounded
with a quaint cartouche with the four elements of water, fire, soil and air
personified in each corner of the map. The map shows the continents
generally known, save for a distorted configuration for Australia (“New
Holland”), and a great island floating off the Northwest coast of America,
in the general area of Alaska, simply noted with “discovered 1741.”
Condition is good with a right hand margin which was close and has
been extended. $245.00

Our last catalog was well received, and we would like to thank
you for your great response to our first attempt. In this next catalog, we
continue to offer a diverse selection from maps by H. Moll made in 1695,
to a map on how to get to the Woodstock Festival in 1969. In our last
offering we had a few Japanese published maps that were quite popular,
so find inside a few more items in this vein spanning from 1845 to 1886.
And as always you’ll find a mix of historic and decorative items from the
centuries past.
Enjoy,
Curtis and Alanna Bird

1.

1. The World In Planisphere, Moll, London, 1695, 7 x 8 map on 12 x 7.5
sheet, B&W as issued
This was issued in perhaps the first edition of these great engravings. Above the map are the large bold words “Geography: or, a Particular Description Of all the Known Parts of the Earth.” The world is in two
hemispheres with a third small hemisphere of the north pole above the
two. On each side is decorative scroll work. The world is an interesting one
with California as an island and only a developing Australia and Pacific.
Condition is good with the right margin being trimmed close. $600.00

2.

2. (New York-Woodstock ), The East Village Other, August 13, 1969, 15 x
10.25, printed color
It’s an event that has been hailed as the climax of 60’s counterculture, and derided as a loud, muddy, drug-saturated debacle. Regardless your perspective, this map was issued by an underground newspaper,
showing you how to get to the Woodstock Music and Art Fair, or “Three
Days of Peace and Music.” The map itself is a tangle of guitar necks, birds
and women au natural, in a style that brings to mind the Beatles “Yellow
Submarine.” Issued a day before the festival. Condition is very good.
$120.00

4. (World) Mappe - Monde Physique d’apres Buache, Anon - French ,
c1790, 8.75 x 12, Outline hand color
An interesting world map which is, as stated in the title, based on
the work of Buache, and includes a new theory of underwater mountain
ranges. The ocean floor conventionally had been thought to be generally
flat with few features, but this map illustrated the new theory that the
islands of the Pacific as well as the continents were geologically connected by massive mountain ranges that spanned even the oceans.
Perhaps the most notable range connects west Africa and South America.
Condition is good with large margins. $235.00
5. (World-Framed) Carte Generale Du Monde, ou Description..., Covens &
Mortier, 1730, framed to 27 x 29, hand color
A fine map of the world in several different perspectives. This large
mercator projection, includes plenty of issues of interest, including
California being shown as an island. Above are several spheres which
show the earth covered during the flood, then the world as it would look
without water, next the situation of the earth in the heavens and a double
hemisphere of the globe. The text throughout the map is in both French
and German. Condition is excellent and has been beautifully framed.
Shirley #427. $2500.00
6. (World) (World in hemispheres), Anon.- Japanese, 1886, 8.25 x 10,
printed and hand color
The nicest Japanese published world map that we’ve offered. On
a clean white sheet this fine map includes a comparative mountain and
river chart below with a subtle mix of printed and hand coloring. Green
and light tan print show land quality across the continents while a hand
color distinguishes some continental boundaries. Place names are few but
most note the major river and nation names. Condition is good with some
minor smudging and a small spot of worming near the top of the
centerfold, otherwise very good. A treasure for any collection. $240.00

3.

4.

5.

6.

7. (World ) A New Map of the English Empire in America, Senex, c1719, 27
x 32, outline hand color
A handsomely framed map of a better portion of North America.
This map was originally published by Morden and was later printed by
Senex with some minor alterations. Notable for the enormous mountain
range shown stretching from Michigan to Florida. The map has been
backed by a conservator and is suffering from some loss around its edges
and some ink staining in the lower left corner. Archivally framed. $2100.00
8.

9.

8. (Western Hemisphere) America, Moll, 1695, 8 x 7.5, B&W as issued
This map of the two continents is done with Molls typical sharp,
clear style. California is now an island just south of the Strait of Anmian and
close to Ieasso or Japan. Santa Fe and New Mexico are present on a river
flowing west. The British and French colonies named with some of their
cities such as Boston and Charles T. and, of course Central and South
America are now in familiar style. There is no longer a continent around
the south pole but a vaguely shaped New Zealand is named near the
Solomon Islands. A nice copy with some overprinting in the margins and
lower portion of map. $585.00
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10.

11.

9. (North America) AMERICA SEPTENTRIONALIS Concinnata juxta
Observationes ... 1770, Lotter, Augsberg, 18 x 22.75, Original full hand color
Based on the work of Delisle, this brightly colored and decorative
map of North America shows a better portion of the continent with a solid,
basic understanding. The major hydrography is reasonably proportionate
and many place names are sighted. West of the Mississippi is vague with
Spanish settlements up to Santa Fe being shown, but the issue of California is hedged showing it as neither an independent island, nor as a
connected part of the continent. The hand coloring distinguishes colonial
possessions from Canada to the Caribbean. $1500.00
10. (North America) (North America), Anon.- Japanese, 1886, 10.25 x 8.25,
printed and hand color
An attractive general map of the continent showing the basic
rivers, mountain ranges, and notably the transcontinental railroad. Printed
colors of green and light tan hint at general land quality while a red hand
colored line shows some national borders. Two manuscript notations label
Alaska and Baja California. The overall paper tone is lightly brown, but
overall condition is good. $175.00
11. (North America) Map Illustrating the Extermination of The American
Bison, Hornaday - US Govt., 1889, 23 x 17.5, printed color
Few maps so clearly tell a poignant tale. Here the animal that
symbolized the untamed wild nature of America slowly recedes and
vanishes. Dates on the map denote the bisons last presence in the region.
It’s interesting to see that the last sightings in states such as Idaho and
Utah occurred as early as 1838. Condition is very good with the left
margin very close as is typical. $240.00

12. (North America) A Map of English Plantation in America, Moll, 1695, 8 x
7.25, B&W
Covering the settlements along the coast of the Americas, this
map reaches from Boston down to the northern coast of South America,
noting the colonial territories along the way. Carolina consumes most of
the south east coast contained by the “Apalachians” and beyond that
“The Rickohockans” and Florida lay to the west. A nice engraving. $480.00
13. (US) The American Union railroad map of the United States, Haasis &
Lubrecht, New York, 1873, 37 x 55.25, Bold full hand color
With vibrant original hand color, this beautiful railroad map of the
US shows relief by hachures, drainage, counties, cities and towns, roads
and the railroad network. Surrounding charts give general information
about each of the states and territories as well as the population by
county. A colorful panorama titled “ From the Atlantic to the Pacific
Ocean” stretches across the top of the map showing New York City to San
Francisco. Includes a separately colored Yellowstone park. It’s been
proposed that these maps were used as promotion to entice European
immigrants to settle in the US, and indeed this rare combination of keen
attention to detail and stunning presentation surely could have caused
such consideration. Condition is good with some marginal separation of
[cover]
the folds. See front cover for illustration. $5500.00
14. (US) United States No. 1 & No.2, Collins, London, c1852, each sheet 11.5
x 9.5, full hand color
This is a map of the United States in two sheets from a British atlas,
which are matted together. The western sheet is modeled on a large
Fremont style map and like it’s companion is brightly colored. The map
shows the states and territories of the period with a moderate amount of
other detail as well. The territories of Washington, Oregon, Utah, New
Mexico, Nebraska and Northwest Territory are all shown along with
California and Texas. New Mexico is in its odd shape before the Gadsden
Purchase when it ran west to California. The approximate region of
Montana and Wyoming is shown as North-West territory, and Nebraska to
the south has an odd convoluted shape that defies description. An
unusual decorative map. Very good. $220.00
15. (Alaska) A General Map of the Discoveries of Admiral De Fonte &
Others, by m. De l’isle, Gentleman’s Magazine, 1754, 8 x 10.5, B&W as
issued
Although the map shows the Russian explorations, it contains the
vast misconceptions then believed to exist by those who wanted a
Northwest Passage. Several large straits exist in the region connecting the
Pacific with the Hudson’s Bay region and a large and impressive Sea of
West is shown. Numerous citations on the map show “Beering’s” and
“Capt. Tchirikow’s” routes, but it is really based on hope rather than
reality. Condition is good with some subtle transference and very close
margins. $250.00

12.

14.

15.

16. (Alabama) A New Map of Alabama, Mitchell, 1851, 16 x 13, full hand
color
This attractive map shows the towns, counties and roads of the
state but only a few railroads existed in Alabama at this time. The canals
are in blue and an inset details the steamboat routes. The sheet is lightly
browned and has some foxing. $85.00
16.

18.

17. (Arkansas) A New Map of Arkansas, Mitchell, 1851, 16 x 13, full hand
color
Colorful early map of Arkansas with numerous roads and towns
shown throughout this thinly populated state. The sheet is lightly browned.
$75.00
18. (Arizona) Arizona, Walkers International Railroad Atlas, 1891, 25 x 18, full
color
This is a scarce Walker railroad map of the state. These were
licensed by Cram, but unlike the Cram maps, these were issued in full
hand color. Each of the numerous steam and electric railroads is shown
and color coded. It is a remarkably complete map. Very strong impression.
$125.00
19. (California) California, The Golden State, Lowell Jones, c1949, 22 x
16,full color
Here the resources and attractions of the Golden State are
illustrated with a simple flair in a style not unlike Jo Mora. Condition is good
though the margins are a bit close. $65.00

19.

20.

21.

20. (California - Los Angeles) Topographical Sketch of the Los Angeles
Plains & Vicinity, August 1849, E.O.C. Ord, Lt. Artillery, 7.5x6.5., B&W as
issued
A small map from Tysons report but possibly the earliest map of this
area. It treats the region south to San Diego. There are only missions, a
small Los Angeles, and a handful of roads in the area. Very good. $120.00
21. (Colorado) Map of the Elk Mountains Colorado from Survey By G.B.
Chittenden in 1874 with Geology by F.V. Hayden and W. H. Holmes, US
Govt., Washington, 1876, 19 x 10, substantial color, large inset sketches of
Snowmass Mountain and of the Castle Group
This map uses a combination of color and background printing to
indicate the geology, but it is not colored in the tradition of geological
maps that Hayden later employed. It covers the area from Crested Butte
to the Roaring Fork and Castle Creek with Sopris on the far left. Large inset
sketches of Snowmass Mountain and of the Castle Group. Very good.
$110.00

22. (Colorado) Outline Map of the Middle Park Region and the Eastern
Rocky Mountain Slope Showing Drainage, Roads, Trails, Peaks and Passes
to Accompany the Geographic Report of G.R. Belcher, Hayden - US Govt.,
1876, 19 x 22, B&W as issued
Hayden issued a number of preliminary maps of parts of Colorado
before issuing his great atlas. This map shows the area from Denver to
about the location of Minturn today and from Mt Evans to the Big Thompson River. It is nicely detailed showing rivers, peak names, towns, roads
and trails. A good example. $160.00
23. (Colorado) (Colorado - Pacific Railroad Survey), US Govt.
Two maps issued by the Pacific Railroad Survey in the 1857
illustrating Gunnisons route on the 38th and 39th Parallels from about
today’s Kansas line through Colorado to the Wasatch Mountains where
the party met a tragic end. Each map is about 24 x 24, B&W, and folded
as issued. The two maps are:
1. Santa Fe Crossing to Coochetopa Pass
2. Coochetopa Pass to the Wasatch Mountains
These maps, pertaining to Colorado and part of Utah, are detailed topographical maps of the lands on either side of the route done in
the style of Egloffstein and are the earliest detailed maps of this area. They
are particularly detailed with respect to the region from the Spanish Peaks
across the San Luis Valley and along the Gunnison River country. Issued
folded with only minor problems to the folds which have supportive
repairs. $475.00
24. (Colorado) Preliminary Map of Central Colorado Showing the Region
Surveyed in 1873 and 1874, Primary Triangulation by J. T. Gardner, Topography by G.B. Becker, Henry Gannett, A.D. Wilson and S.B. Ladd, Hayden
Survey, Washington, 1876, 25 x 22, uncolored as issued
This is a large and detailed early Hayden map covering most of
the mountainous part of the state. It covers an area from Evans in the
upper left to Animas City on the lower left. The map is more detailed than
some of the earlier maps. It was done with a hachure technique rather
than the topographic technique used in later Hayden maps. It is an
interesting map with good detail-particularly of the rivers. $275.00
25. (Colorado) Topographical & Township Map of the State of Colorado
compiled from U.S. Government Surveys & other authentic sources, Louis
Nell, 1885
Serving on the survey crew of George Wheeler, Louis Nell had the
first hand opportunity to review the West mile by mile when it was still in its
infancy. After his duties came to an end, he chose to settle in Colorado,
got married, and began publishing high quality maps of his adopted
state. This map from 1885 is pretty early in his publishing and is incomparable for quality and detail. Condition is good though many folds are
separated. Hand coloring is faded save for one or two northeastern
counties which appear to have been touched up. Nell’s maps are a
superior reference. $1500.00

22.

24.

25.

26.

26. (Colorado Mining- Leadville) The Leadville Mining District Compiled
from Official Records and Other Reliable Sources. Chas. F. Saunders Denver Litho Co., January 1901, 46 x 31, substantial hand color
This superb claim map of the Leadville District shows the town grid
at the time, as well as an index of the major holdings. These claims are in
color “under the direction of the claimants.” Certainly one of the best
Leadville claim maps. Colorado mining claim maps are not common and
this is in great condition. The sheet remains very light and it has only been
rolled, not folded, likewise the margins are very good. $270.00
27. (Florida) Map of Florida, Mitchell, 1851, 16 x13, full hand color
Scarce and colorful Mitchell map of Florida. Most counties are in
the north, but the south is beginning to be divided up. Dade, Monroe and
St. Lucie counties have all appeared, but Miami has yet to show up. Insets
show St. Augustine, Pensacola and Tallahassee. A wealth of forts and
Indian trails dot the land. $220.00

27.

28.

29.

30.

28. (Florida- Miami) Meander Down To Miami Florida’s Magic City, Suchy Miami Herald, c1930, 22.75 x 19.25, brightly colored
A truly classic decorative map of the city during its zenith. Set in
an attractive art deco style, and bright colors, it conveys a facet of the
towns charm. The surrounding border shows silhouettes of the activities
that can be enjoyed such as fishing, racing, golf, etc., while the top and
bottom panels shows ships sailing and colorful birds. Insets show Florida
itself as well as the nation. $125.00
29. (Great Lakes) A Map of the Five Great Lakes with part of Pensilvania,
New York, Canada and Hudsons Bay Territories &c., London Magazine,
1755, 8.5 x 10.5, uncolored as issued
This map resembles similar maps issued by Bellin and Robert, but
the lakes are not quite the same and the map differs from them in other
important respects. The region to the North is covered all the way to
James Bay and the region to the West to the Lake of the Woods. The
southern boundary of Hudson’s Bay as settled by the treaty of Utrecht is
shown as well as the boundary of the Six Nations which included the lakes
east of Lake Michigan. Includes a pronounced depiction of the fictitious
islands of Lake Superior. An old opening tear which reaches an inch or
two into the images has been expertly repaired with no loss. A portion of
the lower right hand margin has also been restored. $350.00
30. (Hawaii) The Dole Map of the Hawaiian Islands, Hawaiian Pineapple
Company, 1950, 19.5 x 38, full color
This map shows the island group filled with sketches of people,
both contemporary and historic as they are at work and play. Shows
everything from Capt Cook to tourists on horse back. The islands themselves are surrounded by a variety of ships, planes and sea life. A legend
to the right explains each image. Good condition. $125.00

31. (Idaho) Idaho, Hardesty, 1883, 19.5 x 13, outline color
This large map shows each county including a very large Alturas
County north of the Snake River. This map is particularly detailed with
respect to the mining towns and roads in the state, noting “Mormon
Wagon Road”, “Emigrant Wagon Road” among others. Condition good
with minor water stain in the upper left corner. $80.00
32. (Indiana) A New Map of Indiana, Mitchell, 1851, 16 x 13, full hand color
Colorful early map of Indiana with both the canals and railroad
system shown as well as numerous roads. There is a chart of the steamboat routes to one side. Surrounded by decorative border. $80.00

31.

33. (Iowa) Iowa, Fanning, 1853, 6.25 x 8.25, B&W as issued
Perhaps only a quarter of the state is divided into counties while
the clear majority is still Indian lands. Many rivers are noted falling away
from the large “Plateau du Coteau Prairies.” A spectacular little map for
primitive Iowa. Condition good with light foxing. $80.00
33.

34. (Kansas - Missouri) (Kansas & Missouri - Pacific Railroad Survey), US
Govt.
Two maps issued by the Pacific Railroad Survey in the 1857
illustrating the heart of Kansas and Missouri as well as the southern
reaches of Nebraska territory. Each map is about 31 x 23, B&W, and
folded as issued. The two maps are:
1. Map No. 1 From the Western Boundary of Missouri to the Mouth
of Trap Creek.
2. Map No. 2 From the Mouth of Trap Creek to the Santa Fe
Crossing.
These maps capture early Kansas and Missouri with fine detail for
the topography and drainage of the area with an accuracy that is
unparalleled for the time. Issued folded with only minor problems to the
folds. $225.00

35.

36.

35. (Louisiana) Neuste Karte von Louisiana..., Meyer, Germany, 1845, 12 x
15, full color.
This is a rarely seen German map similar to those issued by Tanner,
but more scarce. It shows each of the counties and many towns and
cities together with the roads, canals and railroads. There is a large inset
of New Orleans with major streets and buildings shown. Very good.
$200.00
36. (Massachusetts-Boston) A Whimsical Map of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. 1944-45, Anon., 1945, 14.5 x 21.5, B & W as issued
An early cartoon map for the campus with each building named
and illustrated with a pictorial pun. For instance the “Chemical Warfare
bldg. 12" shows a giant insect being sprayed with a huge canister of “flit.”
This is an illustrated map we haven’t encountered before, and the
condition is good with soiling and tattering of the far out margins, but
nothing that would effect the image in the least. $80.00

37.

38.

40.

41.

37. (Massachusetts-Boston) Bird’s eye view of Boston, United States,
Illustrated London News, 1872, 13 x 19.5, Full hand color
Showing streets, buildings and even naming some notable sights
such as “Harvard University”, this attractive view shows a bustling city with
dozens of rail lines snaking to its center. The harbor and rivers are choked
with boats of every description while in the distance we can see out to
Winchester and Roxbury. The entire sheet is very good with some repair
being done to the lower center fold, not effecting the image. $200.00
38. (Missouri) Pictorial Map of Missouri Showing State Highway System,
State Parks, Streams and County Seats, Missouri State Highway Commission, 1933, 19x26, full color
This map was issued as a bird’s eye view of the state. The major
roads and towns of the state are sketched on the map with the topography. It was done for the Chicago Exposition. Very good. $85.00
39. (Nebraska-West) Map of Nebraska from explorations of Lt G. K. Warren
top engrs., US Govt., 1858, 9.5 x 10.5, B&W as issued
An outstanding little map giving substance to a better portion of
the West. Showing the entirety of the Kansas and Nebraska territories as
they ran from the Arkansas River in the south all the way to the Canadian
border. While the major landmarks are shown a vast portion of the north is
still “Unexplored” with potential routes that “should be examined” for
railroad potential. A fantastic resource for a clear depiction of the forts
and routes of the time. Condition is good with the expected browning to
the folds and added margin to the lower left corner. $145.00
40. (Nebraska) Nebraska, Colton, c1869, 17 x 25.25, full hand color
A grand and accurate map for a time when settlers had barely
reached a third of the state. While the Union Pacific spans the state, little is
present save a few forts and rail stops. A dramatic map. Condition is good
save for a small marginal water stain at the top of the fold. $190.00
41. (New York -NYC) Plan of New York & c., Mitchell, 1862, framed to 22.5 x
20.5, hand color
The metropolis during the early Civil War era, shows rail lines,
streets and notable locations. Prior to any bridge, ferry routes dot the rivers
connecting to Jersey and Long Island.
Beautifully framed with rich green cloth mat, inner liner and all archival
precautions taken. $460.00
42. (North and South Dakota) Gray’s New Map of Dakota, Gray, c1889, 25
x 16.5, hand color
A very attractive, large, fully colored map of the territory with
each county distinctly colored. Virtually all towns are east of the Missouri
River except those in the Black Hills and a few along the Northern Pacific
line. Condition good with some supportive repairs near the fold. $95.00

43. (Ohio) Johnson’s Ohio, Johnson and Ward, 1864, 17 x 23, full hand
color
Perhaps our favorite state map showing just the Buckeye state
with a nice vignette of the State Capitol in the corner. Each county is
distinctly hand colored and the detail abounds for towns, railroads and
river systems. Condition is good with light browning uniformly across the
sheet. $90.00
44. (Oklahoma) Map of the Oklahoma Country in the Indian Territory,
Cram, 1889, 11.5 x 9.5, printed outline color
Shows the earliest configuration for the newly born territory in its
first primitive “T” shape as it was nestled in the heart of Indian Territory.
Shows a wealth of detail about drainage, roads and towns for the area.
Shows “Chisholms Cattle Trail” and “Chisholms Old Ranch” just west of
Oklahoma City. Condition is very good. $85.00
45. (Oklahoma) Map of the Cherokee Strip, US Govt., 1893, 20.25 x 32.5,
B&W as issued
A large map showing the situation of the great land rush in this
part of present day northern Oklahoma. This rare map shows the roads
and railroads, the Cherokee allotted lands and the “U.S. Booths” where
you could register in preparation for the gun shot that would send everyone scampering for their stake. Condition is very good and has been
supportively backed with tissue. A great find. $280.00
46. (Oregon) Clason’s Guide Map of Oregon, 1910, 18.25 x 27.5, printed
color
This is a classic advertising piece boasting about the potential of
the state with “opportunities that can make you rich.” Blazed across the
top it states, “Oregon Orchards Yield Ten to One Hundred Times the Profit
per Acre of Irrigated Farms.” Surrounding the map is a detailed text on
the land quality and the potential as well as a few photos. A rare novelty.
Condition is very good. $95.00
47. (Pacific Northwest) Carte Des Nouvelles Decouvertes..., Santini, 1776,
18 x 25, hand color
Showing the latest discoveries as well as theories of the North
American continent, this map includes explorers routes throughout the
Pacific Northwest (“Tchirihow”, “Kamtchatka”, etc.), as well as the fantastic “Sea of the West.” A fascinating study. Condition is very good with
some minor discoloration near the top of the centerfold. $1500.00

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

48. (Texas) County Map of the State of Texas, Mitchell/Bradley, 1887, 14.5 x
22, full hand color
A nicely colored map of Texas and southern New Mexico. West
Texas is beginning to be settled and the appearance of the towns there
at this time is interesting. A large inset shows the plan of Galveston and its
vicinity. $240.00
49. (Texas) Texas, Fanning, 1853, 6.5 x 8.25, B & W as issued
A fine little map for Texas with an inset showing the state sprawling
up to the Arkansas River and over through New Mexico. Great notations
pop up in central Texas such as “Comanche Indians” and “Buffaloes and
Wild Horses.” Not a lot of counties developed at the time and few towns.
A simple but attractive map. $90.00
50. (West) The United States of North America, Pacific States., Blackie &
Son, 1860, 13.5 x 10.25, Outline hand color
An interesting western sheet showing the majority of the West as it
was divided into six or so large territories (Washington, Oregon, Nebraska,
Utah, California, New Mexico and “Gadsden or Arizona”). Details the
basic terrain as it was known along with numerous routes through the
area, including “Fremont 1843” and “Spanish Trail California to Santa Fe.”
Reaches from border to border and as far east as Ft. Bridger and South
Pass. Condition is good with some mild foxing and a close right margin.
$110.00
51. (Utah-California) (Utah - Pacific Railroad Survey), US Govt.
Four maps issued by the Pacific Railroad Survey in the 1857
illustrating the area of Utah, west to California. Each sheet is about 21 x 18
and are titled:
1. Map No. 1 From the Valley of Green River to the Great Salt
Lake.
2. Map No. 2 From Great Salt Lake to the Humboldt Mountains.
3. Map No. 3 From the Humboldt Mountains to the Mud Lakes.
4. Map No. 4 From the Valley of the Mud Lakes to the Pacific
Ocean.
These maps cover present day Utah, Nevada and California with
detailed topography of the lands, and are some of the earliest to detail
these regions. Issued folded with the expected browning to the folds. A
nice opportunity to get all four sheets. $325.00

L ATIN A MERICA
53. (Carribean) Geographical, Statistical, and Historical Map of the
Windward Islands., Carey & Lea, 1827, 16.75 x 20.75, Hand color
A great early American publication for these Carribean Islands.
Complimented by an interesting historical text. Shows the islands from
Martinique to Trinidad. Condition is very good. $250.00
54. (Mexico & Central America) Map of Mexico & Guatemala, Mitchell,
c1850, 12.25 x 15.25, full hand color
A nice map covering the region with several insets for key
locations for a potential trans- Isthmus route. Brightly colored, it shows all
of Central America & Mexico with its towns and major roads. Prior to the
Gadsden purchase, this map shows Mexico as it still spanned to the Gila
river. Marginal water staining on the left, otherwise very good. $150.00

53.

54.

55. (South America) (South America) Anon.- Japanese, 1886, 10 x 8.25,
printed and hand color
An attractive map of the continent with interesting detail for the
river systems and the topography. Done with a mix of printed and hand
color, this map does include numerous place names shown. The sheet is
lightly browned with some sporadic mild foxing, but doesn’t mar the
image. $90.00
56. (South America) South America Performed Under the Patronage of
Louis Duke of Orleans..., Bolton, 1774, 48 x 30, hand color
Showing the continent on an unparalleled scale, this fine wall
map spares no detail as it compiles the best information of the time. An
amazing amount of detail for hydrography towns and native tribes.
Condition is very good on this light sheet which has the faintest of transference. $900.00

55.

56.

52. (Wyoming) Territory of Wyoming, Mitchell, 1880, 11.5 x 14, full color
Scarce map of Wyoming with five counties each arranged
vertically. All of northwestern Wyoming shown in hachured relief but the
rest of northern Wyoming is poorly understood. A few towns have appeared near South Pass, as well as those along the railroad. Surrounded
by a bit of decorative border, this is a rare and beautiful map. Condition is
good with a close lower margin. $285.00

Europe

57.

58.

57. (Europe) A Correct Map of Europe Divided into is Empires Kingdoms
&c, Bolton, 1774, 27 x 31
This well detailed map of the continent touches on all the towns
and borders of the time along with the terrain and rivers. The large cartouche shows a gentleman seated on a cannon not far from the shore and
ships at sea. Attractively colored. Condition is very good. Would be great
to frame. $1000.00
58. (France - Paris) Paris Monumental Et Metropolitain, c.1920, 21 x 26, full
color
A large monument map of Paris produced during the roaring 20s.
Includes the major sights each shown in a architectural vignette as well as
the city’s rail lines. Condition is very good. $165.00
59. (Europe- Germany) A New Map of Germany, Divided into its circles...,
John Cary, 1821, 18.25 x 20.5, hand color
Fine hand colored engraved map of the core of continental
Europe and Germany’s new boundaries after the Napoleonic wars. Done
by a noted cartographer, this map includes many roads and a wealth of
towns and cities. Condition is very good. $275.00

59.

60. (Ireland) Ireland, Mitchell, 1851, 16 x 13, full color
A very colorful and decorative lithographic map of Ireland with
each county individually hand colored. The sheet is lightly browned with
age, but evenly so. Would be handsome framed. $175.00
61. (Ireland) Ireland, Philips & Hunt, 1882, 11.5 x 9.25, full color
A basic map of the island after migration saw its population sent
round the world. Details railroads, cities and towns of the emerald isle.
$65.00

60.

62.

62. (Europe - London) Pictorial Plan of London, Geographia, c1920, 18.5 x
28.5, full color
Down to buildings and ships docked in the Thames, this map of
the city gives a great turn of the century glimpse of the heart of the British
Empire. Insets show ATheatreland@ and location of ACinemas@. Condition is very good. $95.00
63. (Europe - Italy) Italy General Map, including Switzerland , Tyrol and the
Alps, Dispatch, 1862, 17.5 x 12.5, hand color
Illustrating the entire nation, this shows Italy around the time of
unification. Well detailed this map even shows ocean routes and the
latest telegraph lines. Includes Sicily, Malta and other islands.$90.00
64. (Europe - Poland) La Pologne avec Partages, Blondeau, c1804, 7.5 x
8.5, hand color
A great combination of historic and contemporary information
with old partitions shown and dated. Notes many towns as well as rivers.
Condition very good. $90.00

65. (Europe - Russia) Moscovie or Russie, Morden, 1688, 5.5 x 5.25, hand
colored
Full of its own rustic charm this small map for Russia shows the
western European portion of the Empire. Major cities are denoted by
small red castles. Spans from Siberia to the coasts of the Black and
Caspian Seas. Very good condition. $120.00
65.

66. (Scotland) Scotland, Mitchell, 1851, 16 x 13, full color
A very colorful and decorative lithographic map of Scotland with
each county individually hand colored. The sheet is lightly browned with
age, but evenly so. Would be handsome framed. $175.00
67. (Scotland) Scotland, Herman Moll,1695,7.5 x 7.5 on 12 x 7.5 sheet as
with descriptive text, uncolored as issued
A beautiful strongly engraved map of Scotland by one of
England’s great cartographers. Very good. $ 200.00

67.

68. (Scandinavia) Denmark, Norway, & Sweden, Herman Moll, 1695, 7.5 x
7.5 map on 12 x 7.5 sheet as with descriptive text, uncolored as issued
Despite the title the map also includes Finland and today’s Baltic
states. Condition is very good. $180.00

Africa
69.

69. (Africa) Africa Performed by the Sr. Danville..., Bolton, 1774, 39.5 x
38.25, B&W
Beautifully engraved, this huge map for the continent is a fascinating combination of the best information of the time, as well as some
long held theoretical ideas. Great detail is shown to the Congo and the
northern coast as well as the Nile basin, yet the Ptolemaic lakes and
mountains of the moon are still present. Condition is very good. $1100.00
70.(Africa) (Africa) , Anon.- Japanese, 1886, 10.25 x 8.25, printed and
hand color
An attractive map of the continent on a clean white sheet, done
with a mix of printed and hand color. An aqua green and tan are printed
to show some land quality while a red hand color looks to be stenciled on
to show some regional boundaries. Numerous place names are noted.
Condition is good with some old smudges from the previous owners
notations. $110.00
71. (Africa) A New and Correct Map of the Coast of Africa, Postlethwayt,
1774, 15.5 x 19, B&W
Engraved by Seale, this map details all the commercial endeavors along the coast with an inset that shows the Gold Coast and a
numbered key naming each endeavor. Full of interesting notations such
as “The French have excluded the English from the trade of the Coast, to
which they had a right.” Many masted ships dot the ocean. $400.00

71.

70.

ASIA & OCEANA

72.

74.

75.

76.

77.

72. (Australia - New Zealand) New Holland and New Zealand, Greenleaf,
1842,11 x 13.5, hand color
A rare American published map of Australia and New Zealand
when they had little settlement. Little information is provided beyond the
near coast, except for a portion of Southeast Australia, and parts of New
Zealand. A colorful and distinctive image. Boldly colored. $180.00

78. (Oceania) Map of the China Seas showing Philippine Islands, Harper’s
Weekly, 1898, 14 x 8.5 (with illustration), printed color
A map with color and flair, it shows the latest conquest in the
Philippines with a large US flag staked to the island of Luzon as the flags of
Spain, France, Britain and others dot their colonial possessions throughout
South East Asia and the East Indies. Published just a month or so into the
Spanish-American War the map is complimented by an illustration of US
soldiers looking neat and dashing in the “New Campaign Uniform.” $85.00

73. (China) The Empire of China, Bellin, 1748, 11.5 x 16, hand color
A fine French map for this large portion of Asia, including the far
reaches of China and Korea. Wonderfully crude, but basically accurate.
Notes many place names including the Great Wall. Complimented by an
attractive cartouche. Condition very good. $290.00

79. (Thailand, Burma, Laos) Siam, Anon.-British, 1898, 12 x 9, full color
It’s a common request, but an uncommon find to come across
maps that focus well on South East Asia. This does the job well, reaching
from Saigon in “French Cochin China” in the south to the “Independent
Shan States” and China in the north. Well detailed. $75.00

74. (Japan) (Japan), anon, 1845, two sheets both 8 x 5.5 each, B&W as
issued
The earliest Japanese published map of Japan and its islands that
we’ve offered. Divided into province with many towns and place names
noted, this map in two sheets covers Japan from the coast of Korea to the
southern coast of the island of Hokkaido. Both sheets have some marginal
worming and the left sheet has wear and a spot where the paper is
rubbed through, fortunatelymost of this condition doesn’t effect the
image. A rare and interesting map. $245.00

B OOKS

75. (Middle East - India) First Part of Asia being Turky, Arabia, Persia , most
of India and Tartary, Bolton, 1774, 29 x 30.5, B&W
Rivers, towns, tribes, all of these are addressed with amazing
consistency spanning from the remote reaches of western China, to the
islands off the Turkish coast, and as far south as the Maldive islands in the
Indian Ocean. While centered on Persia, most of the regions known
received equal consideration. Complimented by a nice cartouche, this
pristine engraving is large and uncommon. $1000.00
76. (Middle East) Geographische Belchrei bung des Landschafften...,
Anon.- German, 1674, 12.5 x 19.25, Full hand color
A German Bible map that condensed the life and tract of St.
Paul’s journeys as he traveled throughout the Mediterranean. The map
spans from the heart of the Middle East, west to southern Italy and Sicily.
Above and below the map are a series of vignettes showing the progression of St. Paul’s life. Beautifully hand colored. $300.00
77. (Oceana) (Oceana), Anon.- Japanese, 1886, 8.25 x 10, printed color
Covering the Pacific from the North American coast to South East
Asia, this Japanese published map shows Oceana, including Australia,
New Zealand and the East Indies. Some islands chains are named and
some place names are shown on Australia. A light tan and green printed
color shows some basic land quality. The sheet is lightly browned with age
and some minor worming occurs in the left margin, just catching a bit of
the image. $95.00

WITH

78.

M APS

Rare book on early West with map
80. Hale, Edward E., Kansas and Nebraska: The History, Geography and
Physical Characteristics, And Political Position of Those Territories; An
Account of the Emigrant Aid Companies, and Directions to Emigrants. With
an Original Map from the Latest Authorities (now detached). Phillips,
Sampson and Company, Boston, 1854, pp.256. Both map and original
binding are in good condition, the spine still retaining its decorative gold
lettering. Light sporadic foxing. Very good. $300.00
81. Symons, Lieut. Thomas W., Report of an Examination of the Upper
Columbia River and the Territory in its Vicinity in September and October,
1881. Ex. Doc#186, GPO, 1882, Rebound in cloth, 25 sheets and key map
for the Columbia River from the International Boundary Line to the Snake
River. Condition is very good. $95.00

REFERENCES
82. Guy Meriwether Benson with William R. Irwin and Heather Moore,
Exploring the West from Monticello: A perspective in Maps from Columbus
to Lewis and Clark., University of Virginia Library, 1995, 81pp., Soft Cover,
Very Good. $20.00
83. Philips, Philip Lee, Maps and Views of the District of Columbia, Terra
Nova Press, Norwich, VT, 1996, second edition, 86 pp., frontis. Since is
original publication in 1900 this has been the standard reference on this
subject. A number of the maps listed cover the surrounding region as well
as the city proper. As new. $40.00
Riddle, Kenyon, Records and Maps of the Old Santa Fe Trail, Southeastern
Publishing Company, Stuart Florida, 1963, 147 pp., seven maps. Riddle
carefully retraced the trail and recorded the route from travelers records.
The maps retracing the route are useful although they are misnumbered.
Very good. $30.00

79.

85. Wagner, Henry R., The Cartography of the Northwest Coast of America
to the Year 1800, Martino Publishing, Mansfield Center CT, 200, 543 pp. ill.
This is the new reprint of the difficult to find 1937 edition. The best book
available on the subject, from a great publisher. As new. $125.00

A quick addition and gift idea...
86. Fanning, 1853, 8 x 6

86.

86.

It can be hard to find maps that feature some states individually.
These maps each show a single state and are complimented by a
decorative title. They show basic information for towns and terrain, but
have their own charm..
Mississippi
$40.00
Alabama, light foxing
$40.00
Missouri, light foxing
$35.00
Arkansas
$40.00
New Hampshire
$45.00
Delaware
$45.00
New Jersey
$45.00
Florida
$65.00
New York, foxing
$35.00
Georgia, light foxing
$45.00
North Carolina
$45.00
Illinois
$40.00
Ohio, light foxing
$40.00
Indiana, light foxing
$35.00
Pennsylvania
$40.00
Kentucky, light foxing
$40.00
Rhode Island
$45.00
Louisiana
$40.00
South Carolina, lt foxing $45.00
Maine, foxing
$35.00
Tennessee
$50.00
Maryland
$45.00
Vermont, light foxing
$40.00
Massachusetts, lt foxing $40.00

88. ARBUCKLES, C1890, 3 X 5
It is said that at the time Arbuckle’s coffee could be found in the
knapsack of every cowboy, and across the US, it had become a household name that was well known. As a promotion in c1890, the Arbuckle
company produced a colorful set of trading cards that showed a map of
each state or territory, surrounded by scenes particular to the region. The
size of each is 3 x 5. Following is a selection of these cards, and yes, we do
have more both national and international.
Alabama
Arkansas
Connecticut
District of C.
Delaware
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indian Territory
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana

$40.00
$40.00
$45.00
$40.00
$40.00
$40.00
$40.00
$40.00
$45.00
$40.00
$40.00
$40.00
$40.00
$40.00

Maine
$40.00
Maryland
$40.00
Massachusetts $40.00
Michigan
$40.00
Minnesota
$40.00
Mississippi
$40.00
Montana
$40.00
Nebraska
$40.00
Nevada
$40.00
New York
$45.00
New Hampshire $40.00
New Jersey
$40.00
North Carolina $40.00
North Dakota $40.00

Ohio
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Dakota
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin

$40.00
$40.00
$40.00
$40.00
$40.00
$40.00
$45.00
$40.00
$40.00
$40.00
$40.00
$40.00
$40.00

87. RUTH TAYLOR WHITE, 1935, 9 X 12
A graphic illustrator, Ruth Taylor White did some of the most attractive
illustrated maps in the early twentieth century. She captured the culture,
geography and even a bit of the history of each area she mapped, and
her work has quickly gained a growing following. The following selection
of maps includes a portion of what we have in stock for her, and each is
reasonably priced. Image size is 9 x12. Full of vignettes that aren’t always
politically correct , they do capture a whimsical quality and optimism that
might just be a woman’s touch.
87.

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
Connecticut
Delaware
District of C.
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana

$65.00
$70.00
$70.00
$65.00
$75.00
$65.00
$70.00
$70.00
$90.00
$70.00
$65.00
$65.00

Iowa
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Minnesota
Mississippi
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Jersey

$65.00
$70.00
$70.00
$70.00
$65.00
$80.00
$70.00
$65.00
$75.00
$70.00
$65.00
$65.00

New York
New Mexico
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Rhode Island
South Dakota
Tennessee
Utah
Vermont

$75.00
$75.00
$65.00
$65.00
$75.00
$70.00
$70.00
$65.00
$75.00
$75.00
$70.00

When ordering please remember that we accept VISA,
MASTERCARD, AMERICAN EXPRESS, and DISCOVER as well as checks.
Institutions are billed. There is a charge for shipping of about $7.00 per
package or actual cost. Shipping on framed items will be extra. All items
are returnable for any reason within five days of receipt. We appreciate
notification first.
Frequently we get several orders for many of the items in the
catalog, but we usually have only a single example of each item It is best
to call and reserve items as they often go quickly. Our telephone is (303)
296-7725 and we have a FAX at (303) 296-7936. All the catalogs are sent
via First Class Mail and the phone line can be busy when the catalog first
comes out. If we are gone or the line is busy, the service will take a
message. If you get the recording, we urge you to leave us a message
with your telephone number and the item number. If the item is available
we will reserve it until we get in touch with you and we make every
attempt to get back to you as quickly as we can.

88.

88.

